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Here’s a look at SODEI over the past year!

✨ SODEI Website ✨ 
sites.google.com/view/sodei

Fall 2021SODEI

Visit our website to stay up-to-date on current projects and 
learn when the next exciting events are! 

Steward 
Observatory 
Excellence in 

Service Group 
Award

On 26 April 2021, Steward announced a 
new Excellence in Service Group 
Awards to recognize graduate students 
for exceptional service contributions 
made as part of  a group or collaborative 
effort. SODEI was proud to be one of  2 
recipients of  this award.

CAPS 
Counseling And Psych Services

SODEI wants to encourage everyone in 
our community to prioritize mental 
health! If  you are struggling, feeling 
more sad than usual, or even curious 
about  improving your mental health, we 
recommend using CAPS services! 

health.arizona.edu/about-caps

http://sites.google.com/view/sodei
http://health.arizona.edu/about-caps


Recent SODEI Events!
20 Jan 2021  

Invitation to Meet the International Scholars Task Force!
A celebration of  the many different cultures and nationalities present at Steward! The international 

scholars took turns showing music videos from their home countries, while having the audience 
guessed what each song was about. It was a really fun time!

28 May 2021  
Invitation to Meet the International Scholars Task Force! (Part 2)

This time, ISTF put on an event to share preparations of  food from all over the world. Look for 
emails to astro-allsteward to see the recipes and a recording of  the Zoom meeting.

10 March 2021  
SODEI Information Session

Introduce SODEI to prospective students, along with some helpful information about the past, 
current, and future projects and goals. SODEI Liaisons emphasized what their Task Forces 
ambitions are and invited the students to check out the group when they come to Steward!

‼ Looking for more volunteers ‼

All Task Forces are looking for more volunteers! If  any of  the following 
projects sound like something you can help with, please visit the SODEI 
website or fill out bit.ly/join-sodei to be invited to the SODEI slack!  

Getting involved with SODEI is a great way to enact 
positive change! 

We also want to give a BIG THANKS to those who have been working 
in SODEI already. Your energy, time, and support have allowed the 
SODEI Task Forces to begin transforming our beloved department into 
a more welcoming environment for current and potential members of  
our community.

http://bit.ly/join-sodei


Department ClimateD

• Created a Department Climate survey, expected to be released this 
semester. 

• Began implementing pronunciation guides on the Steward 
Observatory website directory. 

• Partnered with Diversity Journal Club to present “CAPS 
Resources” coming up on September 21 @ 3:30 pm.

AdmissionsA

Overview
The Steward Observatory Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion initiative is an 
unofficial volunteer framework created by grad students and postdocs in 
an effort to collectively identify and solve the issues that matter most to 
those in our community. We work closely with official Steward 
Observatory groups to ensure that we go through the correct channels to 
accomplish our goals. 

More information about our Task Forces

• Created comprehensive application checklist for students applying 
to graduate program 

• Looking for volunteers to help with these Fall 2021 goals: 

• Permanently Abolish GRE requirement 

• Get Graduate Students on the admissions committee again 

• Create a dedicated Admissions page on the Steward Website, to 
consolidate important information and updates to one place



MentoringM

Recruiting & RetentionR

International ScholarsI

• Investigating demographics and trends for astronomy and physics 
majors in the University of  Arizona College of  Science for the years 
2010 to 2020, report coming soon. 

• Working on more recruiting at undergrad conferences other than 
AAS, e.g. NSBP, SACNAS, NCUR, AISES. And CUWiP. 

• Conducting Exit Interviews for graduate students who left before 
finishing their PhD. Investigating possible trends. Anonymized 
report coming soon.

• Created a website (https://www.as.arizona.edu/sodei-mentoring/) 
dedicated top sharing mentoring-related resources from Steward 
Observatory, UArizona, and External resource channels. 

• Revitalized “FLASC” in a new form, open to all called “1702 at 
17:02”, but recent COVID-protocols have tabled this social event 
once again. 

• Moving forward, this Task Force needs someone new to volunteer as 
a liaison! Email astrosodei@gmail.com if  interested.

• Created the International Scholars Allyship Program 

• Hosts social events that celebrates the diverse cultures in Steward 
Observatory 

• Hosts informational events for incoming graduate students about 
what to expect when moving to Tucson 

• Working on surveys to evaluate Allyship program and general 
International Scholar well-being.

https://www.as.arizona.edu/sodei-mentoring/

